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February 25th, 60a.H

A New Programme On
RAELRADIO This Week:
“Hatred and Fear”: the Prophet Rael
answers questions related to whether
hatred can be justified sometimes, and how
to help people to free themselves from the
hatred and the fear encouraged by the
political and media powers.
To
listen
to
Him,
tune
into
www.raelradio.net

News and Views
Freedom of expression…. Be ready for the
best T-shirt contest ever J
Our support was expressed this week to the President
of the Polish Committee of the International
Helsinki Federation for Human Rights, Marek Antoni
Nowicki, who had to cancel a film festival on freedom of
expression on the campus of the University UMCS of
Lublin, following the decision of the President of the
University to forbid a T-shirt exhibition associated to it.
The T-shirts exposed had provocative slogans written on
them like " I didn't cry after the death of the pope", or " I
am gay", " I have AIDS", " I am Jew", " I am Muslim", " I
masturbate", " I have my period".
The President of the University justified his decision
saying that "The exhibition and the printed texts could
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have offended the feelings and the beliefs of numerous people". Of course the Catholic
Church supported him. The bishop of Lublin was reported saying: “One must have lost all
Human feelings to write on a Tshirt " I have AIDS" or " I had an abortion"”. J
Such an attitude is of course unacceptable regarding freedom of expression….
The Prophet RAEL proposes that we organize a fashion show and a contest with the most
provocative T-shirts during our coming seminar in Las Vegas. These T-shirts will be made
also available on our websites.
So…. Please, get wild and express yourself and participate to this unique contest by
sending your ideas or creations to editor@raelianews.org.... And, do not censor yourself!!!
Even if you cannot be physically present at the Las Vegas seminar, your original T-shirt
can be there.
Thank you all for making this a unique event!!!!

After Mohammed, here comes Mary J
A television channel in New Zealand was under fire Wednesday for a decision to show an
episode of the South Park comedy series featuring a menstruating statue of the Virgin
Mary.
The episode, entitled "Bloody Mary," originally was scheduled to air in May, but after a
religious row erupted, the network decided to move it up to Wednesday.
We expressed our full support to New Zealand’s Music channel C4 bosses who didn’t
bow to the pressure of the religious leaders, ten of them, Christians and Muslims, who
have banded together in a bid to stop the episode.

Scenes from the episode depict: a statue of the Virgin Mary bleeding from its rectum,
Pope Benedict XVI and other church leaders sprayed in the face by blood gushing from
the statue, a priest dipping his finger in the blood and making a cross on an elderly
woman's forehead, sick and diseased people lining up to be "cured" by the statue's blood,
news footage quoting the pope as saying the bleeding statue isn't a miracle because the
blood is actually coming from the statue's vagina. "A chick bleeding out of her vagina is no
miracle. Chicks bleed out of their vaginas all the time," Pope Benedict XVI is quoted as
saying. J
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Life is too long to share it only with one partner.
The Prophet RAEL has been teaching and explaining this basic principle for 32 years now,
denouncing the attempt of religious leaders to
control family and relationships by threatening of
eternal hell those who divorced or those who live
together without being married. Luckily, our
society is changing and science explains better the
chemistry involved in lust, love and conscious love,
reinforcing the teachings or the Prophet Rael ( for
more, come to the Raelian seminarsJ).
A recent survey in Japan has shown an
unprecedented rise in divorce among Japanese
couples married for more than 20 years that is
being blamed on the so-called "retired husband syndrome". It seems that many wives
resent how little their husbands contribute to home life and are seeking divorce when,
after retirement, the men show no sign of changing their habits. The post-WWll "baby
boomers" who have spent decades living largely apart from their families, devoted to their
jobs, now reach retirement age and their wives now have to consider living with their
husband for 20 or 30 more years J
The Prophet RAEL encourages couples who have nothing in common to divorce and young
people not to get married in the first place as life is too long to share it only with one
partner. J
The Prophet RAEL expressed his support to former Haitian
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide who was expelled from
Haiti with the help of the USA and is now considering going
back to his country as the population has been demonstrating
its support to the ex-President with peaceful demonstrations
and recently by electing one of his allies at the Presidency.

The City of Roma, Italy, put pressure on a pharmacy network of
the town so that they change the very active promotion of sexual
gadgets for men and women that they started a while ago. They
had exposed vibrating devices and a stimulating ring for men in
one of the best promotion spots with the title: "It's time to
change your toys" J
We expressed our support to this pharmacy network as they
consider these toys as tools of sanitary importance, helping
people who suffer from sexual difficulties. The representatives of
the city that is hosting the Vatican State, see only perversity in
that promotion. Although it is known that if such gadgets were
more readily available, lots of violent acts could be avoided!!!
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LIFE IN THE MOVEMENT
Artist seminar in Las Vegas

During the coming seminar in Las Vegas, from May 19th to May 26th, there will be many
new features. You have read about the planned T-Shirt contest already….
The Prophet Rael is offering more: a special workshop dedicated to the artists who
want to develop their creativity.
Already numerous artists have benefited from his teachings, some being publicly Raelians
like Glenn Carter, Nayah, Xciel etc, some preferring not to be public at this stage, although
they recognize how much the Prophet Rael contributed to their career.

If you are an artist, Raelian or not, and if you want to learn more on how to develop and
keep your creativity at its highest, come and meet with him for a unique workshop,
dedicated to artists and given only in Las Vegas.
This workshop will take place during one afternoon of the seminar.
For more info on the seminar, go to www.rael.org
For more on the specific artist workshop and on how to join, you may send your questions
to religiousatheist@cox.net

Guide meeting in Miami… or was it?

A few guides spent a very active weekend on a beach in Miami…. Was it a guide meeting?
It was for sure a fun meeting. Here are a few images to give you an idea of what was
going on… more soon with a video of Chris on an idea of the Prophet Rael that we hope
you will enjoy J
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In Iran
Here is an email from our brother in charge of the Raelian Movement in Iran : “I have
been contacted by Iran's security system...They had been controlling me for some time
and all my mails and internet connections....They have threatened me to not continue my
relationship with you....I am really sorry for that...It seems I wouldn't be able to have
contact with you for a while....
Brothers...It was a great chance for me to work with you for a high goal...
I hope and hope one day our little Iran tastes the freedom and democracy....I hope and
wish to see you one day...I believe in the returning Day of the Elohim....all dictators will
be justified one day...I believe in the Eternal's planet and hope to get the chance to live
there with you all.
The way goes...I try to follow the group by visiting the site and contact magazine...I love
you all Raelians.....I am proud to be Raelian”
We all wish you a happy and safe life dear brother!!! Your safety is of great importance to
us….

Hebrew diffusion

Hagay Hen, member of the Raelian Movement in Israel does a wonderful diffusion on
internet.
He has placed advertisements on 11 Israeli sites with search engines and links to 277 keywords related to our philosophy. Of course, all these links are directing visitors to our site.
For the past week, about 460,000 people have seen our ad and 302 visited our website.
Also, Daniel Turcotte, the South American Continental Guide informed me that many
Peruvians did their baptism after learning about the messages following Hagay’s internet
diffusion. Congratulations dear Hagay for your wonderful achievement.
Leon Mellul
Here is an example of an ad :
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Congo-M’Foa : M’Bokolo, looks like an Africanian !
Professor Elikia M’Bokolo, famous African
historian, was giving a conference on February
15th in Brazzaville-Mfoa with the title: “Ethnicity,
nations and future : African questions in a
globalized world”.

This well-known African scholar was amongst
those who denounced the African frontiers
resulting from the Berlin conference back in
1985. We thought he should be given the
Messages of Rael for a new Africa so I went with
Jacky Wham to this intellectual meeting in order
to represent the Raelian Movement.
During his brilliant talk, he explained that the
present artificial borders are meant to change.
We Africans, have the duty to give a shape to
our own future by making our own choice. We
must create laws that are adapted to our reality
and follow models like South-Africa, Namibia
and Ethiopia. The future of Africa cannot be mediocre; we have to look for excellence.
Africa must be born again, do a selection of its memories, forget some and keep the
souvenirs that will help us to live together. He said that to be a nation is to have common
glory and common pain as well.
During the question period, we presented the point of view of the Prophet Rael regarding
the creation of the US of Africa based on ethnic groups and Jacky talked with passion
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about the name of the city Brazzaville, named after the name of a colonizer. The Professor
answered that DeBrazza was a good colonizer compared to Leopold 2 who see his name
removed in the nearby city of Kinshasa, previously Leopoldville. I then came back
mentioning that it wasn’t useful to keep symbols of the colonization like the mausoleum in
construction now as a tribute to DeBrazza, as these symbols are a constant reminder of
their inferiority complex for many Africans.
At the end, the Professor was very happy to receive the document about a New Africa by
the Prophet Rael.
I imagine him studying the words of the Prophet of the Infinite…
Love to you all.
Tshiélikk’, National Guide of Congo
WEEKEND IN BAMAKO, MALI
What a privilege I had to be with two
venerable and adorable Bishop Guides
(Lamane and Banémanie) in our
mission of diffusion everywhere on the
planet.
This time it started with a pleasant trip
in a bus from Bobo-Dioulasso to
Bamako in Mali that brought us to our
final destination in great shape, 11hrs
later. Our brother X-ciel, National
Guide of Mali, had organized the
lodging in a beautiful hotel, the
“Komogel”, which means “let’s have a
seat” in the Peul language.
Our first goal was to meet with the revolutionary artist Tiken Jah Fakoly. He welcomed us
himself at his door the following day and gave us a tour of his recording studio.
Then for about an hour, we had a meeting where Lamane congratulated him first for his
fight in favor of the African
people. He expressed how much
the Prophet Rael appreciates
what he does and gave him an
official invitation to participate in
the coming seminars so that he
can meet with the Prophet Rael.
The artist then expressed his
happiness to see us and his
surprise to see a religion having
so much concern for Africa. He
congratulated us and encouraged
us in our mission.
Flipping through the document
we have given him about a New
Africa, as written by our Beloved
Prophet, he expressed his pleasure and said he will certainly get inspiration there for
future songs. He said he will tell us after consulting his management team, whether he
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can be with us at the seminar in Burkina Faso…. Let’s hope we will have him live this time
instead of playing his CD J
While walking us back to the door,
he gave the two Bishops, two of
his videos of his big concert in
Ouagadougou, gave us his phone
number and asked his chauffeur to
bring us back to the hotel.
In the afternoon, we gave a
miniconference in the hotel where
we were staying. Lamane was so
brilliant, introducing the messages
through the theme of the United
States of Africa, it all went very
well. In this very Islamic country,
there were almost no questions at
the end, but mainly congratulations
and thanks.
One of the participants was so grateful for what we do for Africa that we almost cried
listening to him.
He said he came only for 5 minutes but instead stayed for the whole time and he even
offered us lunch afterwards.
Mission fulfilled.
Abi Sanon, level 3 in Burkina Faso

Caricature of the week

Published in the magazine Saturne in Switzerland.

Translation : make sure not to make Muslim people angry, not to hurt the Jews, not to
hurt the pride of Hindu people, not to get on the nerves of the Catholics…..PFFFFFFF!
Huh….
Rael has a small dick!
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A true story for fun transmitted by Andre Pinsonnault….
The police of Los Angeles have recently had a lot of fun, when they were filling out papers
to register a series of car accidents. As it turned out, drivers were losing control and
running into other vehicles because of a giant women's pubis, which they could see
displayed on the front part of an oncoming car.
The LA police started desperately looking for the unfortunate pubis and came upon the
tracks of a young hairdresser named Nelly Node. Nelly's passion for arts made the young
woman photograph her own crotch and put the zoomed picture on her Volkswagen Beetle.
Nelly decided to use such a shameless method to prepare her college course work, in
which she analyzed the art of design. The witty student's idea worked for the college
professors: she was proudly driving her "pubic beetle" until the police arrested the
woman.
The court ruled that Nelly's car was creating a dangerous situation on the roads: the girl
had to re-paint over her car's hood.
Here's a picture of her VW "before" she had to repaint it.
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